<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>PUBLICATION</th>
<th>HEADLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>Business Standard</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>ANI</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>UNI</td>
<td>Asia's first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>Yahoo</td>
<td>Asia's first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>IIFL</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>India Today</td>
<td>Asia's first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>Devdiscourse</td>
<td>Asia's first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>Punjab Tribune</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>New kerala</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>The dispatch</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>HTDS</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>Web India123</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Publisher</td>
<td>News Story</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>The Cobvai Post</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>Indian Education News</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>Daily Hunt</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>The Prevalent India</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>Affairs Cloud</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>Gadgets &amp; Innovations</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>Chhattisgarh Today</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>Bihar 24x7</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>Ten News</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>Chennaiyl</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>IBTN9</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>Dalal Street Investment Journal</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>Delhi Online</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>Net Indian</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>The Hans India</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>Forever News</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>Techphlie.com</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>New Delhi Times</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>Abhitak News</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>BizWire Express</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>Broadcast-Technology</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>Blive</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>Business News This Week</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>Businessfortnight</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>Business Views</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>Corporate Ethos</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>Estrade</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>The Luxury Chronicle</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>Thar Savera</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>First Report</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>NewsR.in</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>One News Page</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>Var India</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>5 Dariya News</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>Uttarakhand News Network</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-sept-19</td>
<td>North India Kaleidoscope</td>
<td>Asia’s first environmental school launched at international conference on Sustainability Education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Asia's first environmental school launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education

ANI | Updated: Sep 17, 2019 18:01 IST

New Delhi [India] Sept 17 (ANI/NewsVoir): The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, 'International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)' was organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently. The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education.
More than 500 participants (internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE).

"The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals," said Dr Ram Boojh, Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist.

"ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system," said Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation. The conference also witnessed the launch of 'World Environment School (WESc)', one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

"The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India's first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness," said Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia’s First Environmental School Launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, the International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE) was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (Internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). “The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals,” said Dr. Ram Boojh (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).
Mr. Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, “ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system.”

The conference also witnessed the launch of “World Environment School (WESc)”, one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

“The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India’s first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness,” said Mr. Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia's first environmental school launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education

New Delhi (India) Sept 17 (ANI/NewsVoir): The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace.

Considering the escalating need, International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE) was organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education.

More than 500 participants (internationally and nationally) represented the multidisciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE).

"The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals," said Dr Ram Boojh, Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist.

"ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system," said Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation.

The conference also witnessed the launch of 'World Environment School (WESc)', one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.
"The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India's first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness," said Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia's First Environmental School Launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)

New Delhi, India

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, the International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE) was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). "The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals," said Dr. Ram Boojh (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).

Pradip Burman, Chairman of Mobius Foundation

Mr. Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, "ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system."
The conference also witnessed the launch of ‘World Environment School (WESc)’, one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 0 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

“The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India’s first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness,” said Mr. Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia's first environmental school launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education

*Considering the escalating need, 'International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)' was organised jointly by Mobius Foundation.*

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE) was organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

**Aim of the conference:**
The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education.

Participants:

More than 500 participants (Internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE).

"The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals," said Dr Ram Boojh, Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist.

"ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system," said Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation.

About the conference:

The conference also witnessed the launch of 'World Environment School (WESC)', one of its kind in Asia. WESC, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.
"The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India's first environment school," said Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia's first environmental school launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace.

New Delhi [India] Sept 17
(ANI/NewsVoi): The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, 'International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)' was organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE).
“The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals,” said Dr Ram Boojh, Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist. "ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system," said Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation.

The conference also witnessed the launch of 'World Environment School (WESc)', one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education. "The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India's first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness," said Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation. This story is provided by NewsVoir. ANI will not be responsible in any way for the content of this article. (ANI/NewsVoir)
Asia's first environmental school launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education
New Delhi [India] Sept 17 (ANI/NewsVoir): The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace.

Considering the escalating need, 'International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)' was organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education.

More than 500 participants (internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE).

"The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals," said Dr Ram Boojh, Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist.

"ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system," said Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation.

The conference also witnessed the launch of 'World Environment School (WESc)', one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

"The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India's first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness," said Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia's first environmental school launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education

**New Delhi Sept 17**: The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace.

Considering the escalating need, 'International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)' was organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education.

More than 500 participants (Internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE).
"The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals," said Dr Ram Boojh, Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist.

"ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system," said Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation.

The conference also witnessed the launch of 'World Environment School (WESc)', one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.
"The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India's first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness," said Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia’s first environmental school launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education
The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace.

Considering the escalating need, ‘International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)’ was organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently. The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education.

More than 500 participants (Internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE).

“The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals,” said Dr Ram Boojh, Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist.

“ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system,” said Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation.

The conference also witnessed the launch of ‘World Environment School (WESc)’, one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

“The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India’s first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness,” said Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia's First Environmental School Launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)

Posted On: 2019-09-17

Delhi, Sept. 17 -- The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE) was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges hindering the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (Internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality. The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals.

Dr. Ram Boojh (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist)

Pradip Burman, Chairman of Mobius Foundation

Mr. Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education systems.

The conference also witnessed the launch of World Environmental School (WESc), one of its kind in Asia. WESc is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India's first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness, said Mr. Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realize their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively; pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia’s First Environmental School Launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)

Sep 17, 2019 16:45 PM

New Delhi, India

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, the International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE) was being organized jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (Internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality Tha project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). “The idea to organize this conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals,” said Dr. Ram Boojh (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).

Mr. Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, “ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally-appropriate, occurring across national school education system.”

The conference also witnessed the launch of ‘World Environment School (WES)’, one of its kind in Asia. WES is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.
"The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mal Easy Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India's first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment; a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness," said Mr. Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WEB's further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia’s First Environmental School Launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, “International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)” was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders.

Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality; The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). “The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals,” said Dr. Ram Boojh (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).
Mr. Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, “ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally-appropriate, occurring across national school education system.”

The conference also witnessed the launch of “World Environment School (WESc)”, one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

“The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India’s first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness,” said Mr. Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia’s First Environmental School Launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, ‘International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)’ was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.
The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (Internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). "The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals," said Dr. Ram Boojh (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).

Mr. Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, "ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system."

The conference also witnessed the launch of "World Environment School (WESc)", one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

"The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India’s first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness," said Mr. Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia's First Environmental School Launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, ‘International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)’ was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (Internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). "The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of
reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals," said Dr. Ram Boojh (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).

Mr. Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, "ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system."

The conference also witnessed the launch of "World Environment School (WESc)", one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

"The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India's first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness," said Mr. Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia’s First Environmental School Launched At International Conference On Sustainability Education (ICSE)

Mumbai: The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, “International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)” was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). “The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals,” said Dr Ram Boojh (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).

Mr Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, “ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system.”

The conference also witnessed the launch of “World Environment School (WESc)”, one of its kind in Asia. WESC, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.
“The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India's first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness,” said Mr Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
First International Conference on Sustainability Education 2019 Held At The India Habitat Centre In New Delhi

The first of its kind International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE) 2019 was held at the India Habitat Centre in New Delhi on September 9-10, 2019. It was jointly organised by Mobius Foundation, the Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) New Delhi office.

![ICSE 2019 Image]

**Key Points:**

i. It was attended by Dr Ram Booij, Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist; Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation among others.

ii. Conference looked into the ways to address the challenges of sustainable education, climate change education and environmental education in the current course curriculum.

iii. The other partners of the conference were Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE).

**Launch of Asia’s first environment school: WESC**

i. Asia’s first environment school named **World Environment School, Coorg (WESC)** was launched on the occasion. It is set up in Coorg, Karnataka.

ii. It will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students and educate the next generation of environmental leaders.

iii. It will create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential in making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia’s First Environmental School Launched At International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, –‘International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)’ was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.
The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). “The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals,” said Dr. Ram Boojh (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).

Mr. Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, “ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system.”

The conference also witnessed the launch of “World Environment School (WESc)”, one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.
“The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India’s first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness,” said Mr. Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia's first environmental school launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education
New Delhi [India] Sept 17 (ANI/NewsVoir): The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace.

Considering the escalating need, 'International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)' was organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education.

More than 500 participants (Internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE).

"The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals," said Dr Ram Boojh, Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist.

"ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system," said Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation.

The conference also witnessed the launch of 'World Environment School (WESc)', one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

"The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India's first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness," said Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia's first environmental school launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education

New Delhi [India] Sept 17 (ANI/NewsVoir): The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace.

Considering the escalating need, 'International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)' was organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education.
More than 500 participants ( Internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE).

"The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals," said Dr Ram Boojo, Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist.

"ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system," said Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation.

The conference also witnessed the launch of 'World Environment School (WESC)', one of its kind in Asia. WESC, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

"The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India's first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness," said Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESC further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia’s First Environmental School Launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)

New Delhi, India

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, –International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE) was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges hampering the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (Internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). “The idea to organize the Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals,” said Dr. Ram Boojh (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).

Pradip Burman, Chairman of Mobius Foundation

Mr. Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, “ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system.”
The conference also witnessed the launch of “World Environment School (WESc)”, one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

“The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India’s first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness,” said Mr. Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively; pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia’s First Environmental School Launched at
International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)

New Delhi, India

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE) was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (Internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Recorders for the Environment (YRE). “The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals,” said Dr. Ram Boojh (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).

Pradip Burman, Chairman of Mobius Foundation
Mr. Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, “ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system.”

The conference also witnessed the launch of ‘World Environment School (WESc),’ one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

“The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India’s first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness.” said Mr. Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia's First Environmental School Launched at

International Conference on Sustainability Education

(ICSE)

Sep 17, 2019 16:45 PM

New Delhi, India

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE) was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). “The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals,” said Dr. Ram Boojh (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).

Postip Burman, Chairman of Mobius Foundation
Mr. Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, “ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally-appropriate, occurring across national school education system.”

The conference also witnessed the launch of “World Environment School (WESc)”, one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

“The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India’s first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness,” said Mr. Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia’s First Environmental School Launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE), was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (Internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals, said Dr. Ram Boojh (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).

Pradip Burman, Chairman of Mobius Foundation
Mr. Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system.

The conference also witnessed the launch of World Environment School (WESc), one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness, said Mr. Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia’s First Environmental School Launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, the International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE) was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). “The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals,” said Dr. Ram Boojh (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).

Pradip Burman, Chairman of Mobius Foundation
Mr. Pradipt Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, “ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system.”

The conference also witnessed the launch of ‘World Environment School (WESC),’ one of its kind in Asia. WESC, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

“The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India’s first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness,” said Mr. Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESC further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia’s First Environmental School Launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)
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New Delhi, India

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, ‘International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)’ was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (Internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). “The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals,” said Dr. Ram Boojh (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).

Pradip Burman, Chairman of Mobius Foundation
Mr. Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, “ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system.”

The conference also witnessed the launch of “World Environment School (WESc)”, one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

“The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India’s first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness,” said Mr. Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia’s First Environmental School Launched at
International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)

New Delhi, India

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, the International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE) was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges that block the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (Internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). “The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals,” said Dr. Ram Boojh (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).

Pradip Burman, Chairman of Mobius Foundation
Mr. Pradip Burnen, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, “ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system.”

The conference also witnessed the launch of ‘World Environment School (WESc)’, one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

“The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India’s first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness,” said Mr. Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
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New Delhi, India

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, the International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE) was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (Internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). “The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals,” said Dr. Ram Boolih (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).

Pratip Burman, Chairman of Mobius Foundation
Mr. Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, "ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system."

The conference also witnessed the launch of "World Environment School (WESc)", one of its kind in Asia, WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

"The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India’s first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness," said Mr. Chris Ramsay, Head Mastor, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia’s First Environmental School Launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)
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New Delhi, India

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, the International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE) was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (Internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). “The idea to organise this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals,” said Dr. Ram Bojhi (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).

Pradip Burman, Chairman of Mobius Foundation

Mr. Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, “ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD), which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system.”
The conference also witnessed the launch of "World Environment School (WESc)". one of its kind in Asia, WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

"The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India’s first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness," said Mr. Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia’s First Environmental School Launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)
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New Delhi, India

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, the International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE) was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (internationally and nationally) represented the multidisciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). “The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals,” said Dr. Ram Booh (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).

Mr. Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, “ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system.”

Pradip Burman, Chairman of Mobius Foundation
The conference also witnessed the launch of “World Environment School (WESc)”, one of its kind in Asia. WESc is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

"The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India’s first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness,” said Mr. Chris Ramsey, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation."
Asia’s First Environmental School Launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)

New Delhi, India

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, the International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE) was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges hating the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). “The idea to organize this conference came from the felt need of incorporating education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals,” said Dr. Ram Boojh (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).

Pradip Burman, Chairman of Mobius Foundation
Mr. Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, “ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system.”

The conference also witnessed the launch of World Environment School (WESC), one of its kind in Asia. WESC, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

“The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India’s first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness,” said Mr. Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESC further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia’s First Environmental School Launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)
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The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, the International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE) was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality This project, Centre for Environment Education (CSE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). The idea to organise this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals," said Dr. Ram Boojh (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).

Mr. Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, “ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system.”

The conference also witnessed the launch of “World Environment School (WESc)”, one of its kind in Asia. WESc is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.
The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India’s first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness,” said Mr. Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WE8: further intends to create a nurturing environment in which young people can unleash and realize their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia’s First Environmental School Launched At International Conference On Sustainability Education (ICSE)
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New Delhi, India

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, the International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE) was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges that are the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (internationally and nationally) represented the multidisciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality the project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). "The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals," said Dr. Ram Boojh (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).

Pradip Burman, Chairman of Mobius Foundation
Mr. Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, “ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system.”

The conference also witnessed the launch of “World Environment School (WESc)”, one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

“The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India's first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness,” said Mr. Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia’s First Environmental School Launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)

New Delhi, India

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, the International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE) was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (Internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). “The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals,” said Dr. Ram Booijt (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).

Pradip Burman, Chairman of Mobius Foundation
Mr. Pradip Durman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, “ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system.”

The conference also witnessed the launch of “World Environment School (WESc)”, one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

“The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India’s first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness,” said Mr. Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment; enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.”
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New Delhi, India

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE) was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges hampering the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (Internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality Project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). "The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals," said Dr. Ram Boojh (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).
Mr. Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, "ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system."

The conference also witnessed the launch of ‘World Environment School (WESc)’, one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

"The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India’s first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness," said Mr. Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia’s First Environmental School Launched at
International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)

Sep 17, 2019 16:45 PM

New Delhi, India

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, the International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE) was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). “The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals,” said Dr. Ram Boogh (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).

Pradip Burman, Chairman of Mobius Foundation
Mr. Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, “ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system.”

The conference also witnessed the launch of ‘World Environment School (WESc)’, one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

“The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India’s first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness,” said Mr. Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia’s First Environmental School Launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)
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New Delhi, India

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, the International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE) was being organised jointly by Moibus Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (Internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE).

"The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals," said Dr. Ram Boojh (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).
Mr. Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, “ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system.”
The conference also witnessed the launch of “World Environment School (WESc)”, one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

“The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India’s first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness,” said Mr. Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia’s First Environmental School Launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)

New Delhi, India

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, the International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE) was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (Internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CER) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). “The idea to organise this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals,” said Dr. Ram Roopj (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).

Pradip Burman, Chairman of Mobius Foundation
Mr. Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, “ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally-appropriate, occurring across national school education system.”

The conference also witnessed the launch of ‘World Environment School (WES)’, one of its kind in Asia. WES is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

“The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India's first environment school. Every individual must take steps to reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness,” said Mr. Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WES further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realize their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
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New Delhi, India

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, the International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE) was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (Cee) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). “The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals,” said Dr. Ram Boojh (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).

Pradip Burman, Chairman of Mobius Foundation
Mr. Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says: “ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally-appropriate, occurring across national school education system.”

The conference also witnessed the launch of ‘World Environment School (WESc)’, one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

“The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considing the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India’s first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness,” said Mr. Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
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New Delhi, India

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, the International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE) was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India, in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). “The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals,” said Dr. Ram Boojh (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).
Mr. Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, “ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system.”

The conference also witnessed the launch of “World Environment School (WESc)”, one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

“The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India’s first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness,” said Mr. Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia’s First Environmental School Launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)
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New Delhi, India

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, the International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE) was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (Internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CDE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). “The idea to organise this conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals,” said Dr. Ram Boojh (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).

Predip Burman, Chairman of Mobius Foundation
Mr. Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, “ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system.”

The conference also witnessed the launch of ‘World Environment School (WESc)’, one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

“The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India’s first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness,” said Mr. Chris Ramsey, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia’s First Environmental School Launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, “International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)” was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (Internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). “The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals,” said *Dr. Ram Boojh (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist)*.
Pradip Burman, Chairman of Mobius Foundation*

Mr. Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation *says, “ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system.”

The conference also witnessed the launch of “*World Environment School (WESc)*”, one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

“The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India’s first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness,” said* Mr. Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift*.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia’s First Environmental School Launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, “International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)” was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (Internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). “The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals,” said Dr. Ram Boojh (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).
*Pradip Burman, Chairman of Mobius Foundation*

*Mr. Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation* says, “ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system.”

The conference also witnessed the launch of “World Environment School (WESc)”, one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

*The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India’s first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness,” said* Mr. Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift*.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia’s First Environmental School Launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)
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New Delhi, India

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, the International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE) was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). “The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals,” said Dr. Ram Boojh (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).

Pradip Burman, Chairman of Mobius Foundation
Mr. Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, “ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system.”

The conference also witnessed the launch of ‘World Environment School (WESc)’, one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

“The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India’s first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness,” said Mr. Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia’s First Environmental School Launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)

New Delhi, India

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, the International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE) was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CCE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). "The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals," said Dr. Ram Boobh (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).

Pradip Burman, Chairman of Mobius Foundation
Mr. Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, “ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system.”

The conference also witnessed the launch of “World Environment School (WESc)”, one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 9 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

“The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India’s first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness,” said Mr. Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia’s First Environmental School Launched at

International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)

New Delhi, India

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, the International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE) was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). "The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals," said Dr. Ram Boojh (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).

Pradip Burman, Chairman of Mobius Foundation
Mr. Pradip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, “ICSE 2018 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally-appropriate, occurring across national school education system.”

The conference also witnessed the launch of “World Environment School (WESc)”, one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

“The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India’s first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness,” said Mr. Chris Ramsay, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realise their potential, find their individuality, develop intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.
Asia’s First Environmental School Launched at International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE)

Sep 17, 2019 16:45 PM

New Delhi, India

The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, the International Conference on Sustainability Education (ICSE) was being organised jointly by Mobius Foundation, The Climate Reality Project, India in partnership with UNESCO New Delhi office at India Habitat Centre, recently.

The two-day conference was planned with a view to exploring the ways to address the challenges halting the path of sustainable education. The conference focused on sharing innovative ideas and understanding of sustainability education. More than 500 participants (Internationally and nationally) represented the multi-disciplinary and diverse group of stakeholders. Students were an integral part of the program and will be engaged through various events led by our partners like Climate Reality The project, Centre for Environment Education (CEE) and Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE). “The idea to organize this Conference came from the felt need of reorienting education towards sustainability issues in the context of the global commitment for Agenda 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals,” said Dr. Ram Boojh (Director Programmes, Former UNESCO and Environment Programme Specialist).
Mr. Prodip Burman, Chairman, Mobius Foundation says, “ICSE 2019 has been organized with its ultimate goal of developing societies competent in the principles of sustainability and striving to live within the carrying capacity of the planet. ICSE 2019 aims to aid the implementation of education for sustainable development (ESD) which is culturally-relevant, locally appropriate, occurring across national school education system.”

The conference also witnessed the launch of “World Environment School (WESc)”, one of its kind in Asia. WESc, is set up to educate the next generation of environmental leaders, will be operational from 2021 for grade 6 to 12 students. Students will come from around the world. The school will also cater to the parents who want the next generation to be actively involved in the protection and sustainability of the environment apart from a world-class education.

“The need for environmental education is growing rapidly as the degradation of the environment is taking place at a fast pace. Considering the escalating need, we have partnered with Mobius Foundation, which has taken a lead role in this direction by launching India’s first environment school. Every individual must take steps in reviving the natural resources and have an empathetic outlook towards the environment, a school dedicated to this purpose would certainly spread awareness,” said Mr. Chris Ramsey, Head Master, Whitgift.

WESc further intends to create a nurturing environment, in which young people can unleash and realize their potential, find their individuality, develop their intellect, appreciate diverse cultures, respect the environment, enhance their interpersonal skills, learn to work independently and collaboratively, pursue excellence, enhance their creativity and grow into mature citizens committed to making a positive contribution to society and the nation.